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Engaging with businesses to build a sustainable future

VISION & MISSION
VISION: WWF-Hong Kong is working to transform
Hong Kong into Asia's most sustainable city.
MISSION: WWF is one of the world's most
respected conservation organizations, with a network
active in more than 100 countries. WWF's mission
is to stop the degradation of the planet's natural
environment and to build a future in which humans
live in harmony with nature, by:
● Conserving the world's biological diversity
● Ensuring that the use of renewable natural
resources is sustainable
● Promoting the reduction of pollution and
wasteful consumption.

OUR WORK WITH
THE CORPORATE SECTOR

By working with businesses, WWF aims to change
behaviour and drive conservation results that would not
be possible otherwise. More specifically, our work with
businesses in Hong Kong aspires to do this by:

Cooperation with our partners is based on a common
understanding of issues, shared ambitions or activities,
and a willingness to speak out in public. In general, we
distinguish three types of partnerships with companies:

• promoting better production and responsible sourcing
of raw materials that otherwise drive deforestation or
unsustainable use of water;

• Driving sustainable business practices;

• raising awareness of the need to consume more wisely;
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For further information on collaboration

The challenges facing the global environment today are
too big, too interconnected and too urgent for any one
organization to solve alone. Therefore, WWF seeks to
work with those who have the greatest potential to reduce
the most pressing threats to the diversity of Hong Kong’s
nature, and together find solutions to conservation
challenges such as protection of oceans, issues of marine
litter, over-fishing, water scarcity and climate change.

• protecting some of the world’s most ecologically
important places;
• supporting the equitable sharing of natural resources;
• encouraging a switch to 100% renewable energy and
away from fossil fuels;
• engaging jointly on public policy; and
• redirecting financial flows to support conservation and
sustainable ecosystem management.

Businesses drive much of the economy, and have the
power to demonstrate their social responsibility by
ensuring that natural resources and ecosystems, which
underpin their businesses, are used sustainably. Business
is also primed to lead on rapid adaptation and on the
innovative solutions needed to drive change and achieve
zero impact in their operations and supply chains.

• Communications and awareness raising; and
• Partnerships on Environmental, Social and
Governance reporting.
As this publication shows, many of WWF’s partnerships with
companies leverage a combination of these approaches.
Our bilateral partnerships aim to deliver direct conservation
results on key issues or in priority places by changing
practices throughout a company’s operations and value
chain. These intend to reduce the major environmental
impacts of some of the world’s largest companies;
achieve conservation results that would not otherwise be
possible, and influence related sectors and markets.

WWF partners with business by raising awareness of
key environmental issues and mobilizing consumer
action through communications and campaigns
(including cause-related marketing campaigns).
These partnerships also aim to highlight the beauty
and uniqueness of places and species for which WWF
stands. This approach includes, for example, consumer
actions to encourage the purchase of sustainable
products such as MSC-certified fish, or results in
companies supporting campaigns that inspire action in
favour of special places or endangered species like the
Chinese white dolphin.

opportunities, please contact:
Louisa Chan
Development Director, WWF-Hong Kong
Email: lchan@wwf.org.hk
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OUR CENTRES
Our Visitor Centres are open with small group
activities. We have enhanced our health
precautions to welcome your family and
friends to Mai Po, Hoi Ha Wan, Island House
in Tai Po, and our newly updated premises in
Central and Long Ping!

CHAIRMAN & CEO MESSAGE

Book online using Connect with Nature Hong Kong,
or download the app

CONTENTS
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Central Sustainable Living Hub

Oceans

Green Cities

8am-8pm (Mon-Sun)

In support of our global mission, WWF-Hong Kong’s vision is to transform Hong Kong into Asia’s
most sustainable city where nature is conserved, carbon pollution is reduced, and consumption is
environmentally responsible.
We are pleased to share with you our Corporate Partnerships Report. Our partnerships play a vital
role in our work to influence the course of sustainability and conservation in Hong Kong. Corporations
play a vital role in determining the future of the planet, both by their actions and their support of
conservation programmes.
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CEO WWF-Hong Kong
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DR. DAVID OLSON
Director of Conservation,
WWF-Hong Kong

Wildlife

Actions taken by Hong Kong can help tackle the illegal
trade and reduce its impact. With its free trade policy,
geographical proximity to mainland China, and welldeveloped port infrastructure, Hong Kong, Asia’s World
City, has unfortunately become a global hub for the
illegal wildlife trade. Large seizures of elephant ivory and
pangolin scales in the past year have shown how serious
the problem is in Hong Kong.
The initiative aims to help financial intelligence units and
compliance investigators, and seeks to initiate regional
and national operations targeting suspicious transactions
or ongoing cases with red flags for illegal wildlife trade
financial flows. The effort will also offer a free, first-ofits-kind certificate outlining the steps financial sector
actors should take to identify, report, mitigate and
remedy the risks associated with each stage of an illegal
wildlife supply chain.

© Jamie Cotten / IFAW / WWF-US

“Over 5,000 species have been recorded as being
traded or transported through Hong Kong, often
in high numbers. Much of it is moved through
to southern China, some is transhipped to other
destinations in Asia, and there is also local
consumption. Many of these species are endangered.
Tackling the illegal wildlife trade requires a concerted
regional effort among conservation organizations,
law enforcement agencies, financial institutions,
scientists, the transport sector, and other area of
government. WWF-Hong Kong will play a leading
role in facilitating impactful synergy by harnessing
the expertise within the network and among other
stakeholders.”

WWF and the Association of Certified Anti-money
Laundering Specialists (ACAMS), a global association of
financial crime prevention professionals, have launched
an initiative to empower compliance professionals to face
growing threats linked to the illegal wildlife trade. The
new initiative seeks to drive collaboration among financial
institutions, governmental bodies and non-profit groups
in the fight against a major trans-national crime that fuels
corruption and threatens biodiversity worldwide.
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Hantec Group supports wildlife conservation work
carried out by WWF-Hong Kong, such as the Big African
Animals Fiesta at the Island House Conservation Studies
Centre at Tai Po.
These community engagement events play a critical role
in garnering public support for our work, by showcasing
endangered wildlife and highlighting the current threats
that some of Africa’s largest land animals face.
We believe conservation education should start at a
young age, and tailor activities for young children at
these events, including face painting and animal body
movement classes, to make them aware of environmental
issues in the world around them.
6 / Corporate Partnerships Report

Since 2018, Qeelin has been collaborating with WWF
to improve the natural habitat of pandas in Qinling,
to restore the bamboo forests, and to establish better
frameworks for their management and protection.
The Qeelin Panda Conservation Initiative aims to restore
and improve these fragile yet crucial habitats. This is
especially pertinent in the bridging areas that serve as
a panda corridor between nature reserves. Qeelin will
also engage local communities and forest farms to help
provide better management and protection to more than
10,000 hectares of panda habitat.
Invasive human activity and natural disasters have
contributed to the declining quality of the panda’s
habitat. Pandas are struggling to survive in increasingly
fragmented areas. Some are almost completely isolated
from larger, more viable communities, decreasing the
chances of reproduction. Adding to this is the fact that
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46% of wild giant panda
habitats are managed outside
of nature reserves. They suffer
from a lack of resources,
know-how and a lower
protection status.
This three-year project
includes field studies,
bamboo replantation, habitat
management, staff training, development of pandafriendly agroforestry products, and the establishment of
learning platforms for easy knowledge transfer.
As a modern luxury jewellery brand with a vision to share
the beauty of Chinese culture with the world, Qeelin
works to preserve panda habitats and embodies their
playful spirit in the Qeelin Bo Bo collection.

熊貓禮品店 PANDA SHOP
聖誕禮物籃

早鳥優惠*

原價

Hampers Name

Early Bird Offer

Original Price

Santa Baby

$299

$420

Silent Night

$599

$722

Jingle Bell Rock

$899

$996

Mistletoe

$1299

$1549

*凡於12月11日前使用
優惠碼：xmashamper
訂購即可享早鳥優惠
Place your order by using
promo code: xmashamper
before 11 December to enjoy
Early Bird Offer

DR. ERIC WIKRAMANAYAKE
Director of Wildlife and Wetlands,
WWF-Hong Kong

ASIAN WATERBIRD
CONSERVATION FUND

In partnership with Cathay Pacific, the Asian Waterbird
Conservation Fund (AWCF) was established with the aim
of supporting projects across Asia that will lead to the
conservation of migratory waterbirds and their important
wetland habitats along the East Asian-Australasian
Flyway (EAAF). An initial donation was provided by
Cathay Pacific and the fund has been sustained with
donations and money raised in the annual Big Bird Race.
Together, we have established many partnerships that
bring benefits to the local communities at AWCF project
sites. A total of 37 AWCF funded projects have been
launched across 11 Asian countries since 2005.
HSBC has made WWF-Hong Kong the beneficiary of
its campaign to encourage HSBC customers to receive
e-statements instead of paper, and this will support our
partnerships on projects across the EAAF; as well as
habitat management work at Mai Po Nature Reserve; our
eco-guide training initiative for disadvantaged youth; and
continuing work to connect our community with nature.

“Hong Kong’s wetlands have a critically important
role in sustaining the migrations of millions of
birds each year along the East Asian-Australasian
Flyway (EAAF). WWF’s role in managing Mai Po, a
key stopover and wintering site for migrants, and in
building capacity of wetland managers throughout
the flyway remains an important responsibility.
We will work with other WWF offices, the EAAF
Partnership and stakeholders to lead WWF’s Asian
Flyways Initiative and position WWF-Hong Kong
as a leader in pushing a conservation agenda for the
flyway. WWF will also work to make Mai Po’s critical
habitats resilient to climate change.”
Read more

Mai Po & Wetlands

The AWCF is seeking corporate support to deliver
on-the-ground conservation impact across the 22
countries in the EAAF.
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The Mai Po upgrade project is funded by a HK$347.86
million grant from the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities
Trust. The grant covers elements that make it possible
for the Mai Po Community to have the facilities needed
by students, teachers, and those interested in wetlands
research and wetlands training.

An upgrade planned to the existing
footpath that connects Mai Po’s various
facilities with the construction of a
wooden boardwalk includes widening
to universal accessibility standards. The
new boardwalk design will be a minimum
width of 1.65 metres with a safety lip for
wheelchairs. There will be in total six
education areas with signage at points
along the 1 km route, and seven passing
bays for wheelchair users.

Mai Po Nature Reserve serves as a benchmark for the
sustainable use of wetlands and a hub of biodiversity
with over 2,050 recorded species. This project aligns
with the local, regional and global sustainability goals
undertaken as part of a mission to create a New Deal for
Nature and People.
The Peter Scott rebuild will enhance capacity for wetland
training and research, providing space for community
forums and workshops. This will bring groups together to
tackle threats to biodiversity and the issues surrounding
the protection of Deep Bay wetlands and the East AsianAustralasian Flyway.
Education has been a cornerstone of Mai Po since the
early days and the refurbishment of the Mai Po Education
Centre will provide enhanced exhibition and interactive
learning areas for students, members or the public and
citizen scientists.

Visit our
project website
to learn more
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Bird hides are one of the most important elements of
Mai Po Nature Reserve, allowing visitors to observe
the globally endangered and migratory birds that pass
through the reserve without causing disturbance. The
two proposed tower hides will provide opportunities
for our Mai Po community to observe the reserve’s bird
community and Connect with Nature.

*Reference only

Lee Hysan Foundation has partnered with WWF-Hong
Kong over several years and helped support many of our
environmental programmes, such as our annual Earth
Hour and habitat and infrastructure management works
at Mai Po Nature Reserve.
Lee Hysan recently supported the repair of visitor
facilities damaged during Typhoon Mangkhut. Repairs
were carried out to bird hide #3, one of the major bird
watching hides in the reserve. The hide overlooks the
prime water bird roost of gei wai #16 and #17. Its roof
was blown away by the typhoon in September 2018 and
the floor required repairs.

SEE YOU ON 20 FEB 2021!

BIG BIRD RACE
香港觀鳥大賽
菜 鳥 組 ・ 專 業 組
TRAINEE ・PROFESSIONAL

Its roof was replaced with lightweight tiles
with a layer of heat insulation to lower
the temperature inside the hide during
the summer. Degraded floorboards
were replaced with FSC timber
treated to minimize the
potential for termite or
fungus infestation.
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Join us to support Hong Kong wetland biodiversity and
to sponsor both professional and youth birdwatching teams.

Lee Kum Kee Family Foundation has joined hands with
WWF to launch the Hong Kong Active Aging Eco Guide
Programme. The training course is engaging 100 retirees
aged 50 and over, at our conservation centres around
Hong Kong.
On completion of the training, qualified eco guides are
now delivering family and community engagement
programmes at Mai Po Nature Reserve, Hoi Ha Wan
Marine Park, and the Island House Conservation Studies
Centre in Tai Po.
We have six more training courses to be completed open
to 58 participants. The courses teach nature interpretation
skills, to enrich the participants’ understanding of local
biodiversity and citizen science. Participants are certified
as WWF eco guides.

了解更多

Find out more
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7-8 Nov 2020

THE MARI-CHA GROUP

我們的 棲息地˙我們的家
TANGSHAN
TIANJIN

NANPU
WETLANDS

Tianjin Harbor
BOHAI BAY

The Mari-Cha Group has been a long-term supporter of
WWF-Hong Kong and our conservation projects. They
have sponsored various conservation schemes such as Mai
Po Nature Reserve, China Wetlands, and the East AsianAustralasian Flyway under the name Search Investment
Group. The name was changed to The Mari-Cha Group in 2019.
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The Mari-Cha Group’s support of our wetlands work
in China has allowed us to provide support for the
establishment of a protected area in Nanpu Wetland, which
is located in Luannan County of Hebei Province at the
northern part of Bohai Bay.
This work includes a baseline biodiversity survey, the
development and implementation of a habitat management
plan, and environmental education programmes. These
programmes will help to protect biodiversity at the reserve
and maintain a high number of waterbirds.
18 / Corporate Partnerships Report

Thank you to our sponsors, participants, volunteers and donors for
helping us to connect our community with nature.
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Coca-Cola China Limited has been a long-term partner
to promote water conservation with WWF in Hong
Kong since 2007. From April 2017-March 2018, CocaCola China Ltd., in partnership with WWF-Hong Kong,
supported the project Water Saver School.

DR. LAURENCE MCCOOK
Head of Oceans Conservation,
WWF-Hong Kong

The objectives of the project are to empower and train a
group of young adults aged 18-25 to assist in educating
and promoting water conservation in primary schools.
In addition, WWF helped to facilitate primary school
students in reducing water consumption on school
campuses and teach them to recognize the importance

“Effective management of marine protected areas
and species, and reducing damaging impacts of
human activities, both in Hong Kong and the region,
are a key focus of our oceans programme. We
always place our work in the context of the Greater
Bay Area, through close partnership with WWFChina and relevant conservation, government and
research bodies. Our Emergency Action Plan for the
Pearl River Delta Population of the Chinese White
Dolphin urges governments to establish dolphin core
protection and buffer areas, eliminate and manage
threats, such as boat strikes and noise pollution, and
to reduce toxic runoff that poisons dolphins.”

of water resources and how to conserve water in their

Water audit activities were initiated, equipping students
and teachers with knowledge and know-how related to
local and global water issues. In addition to fixing flow
controllers to taps on campus, every student in the 15
participating schools received a take-home kit to act and
spread conservation messages to families and peers.
Each kit contains two flow controllers, flow controller
installation instructions and four wise action tags to
encourage students to take water-saving actions at
home. A total of 10,542 students received take-home
kits and water consumption at participating schools was
reduced by 498,180 litres.

daily lives.

Oceans
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ONE PLANET PLATE

WORK
SHOPS
Covestro and WWF-Hong Kong launched a marine
microplastics survey together with our One Planet
Youth. Designed to increase our understanding of
the scale of microplastics pollution in Hong Kong,
the citizen science surveys were conducted at Tolo
Harbour and Mai Po Nature Reserve. By analysing
the data collected, we hope to get a clearer picture
of the types and quantity of microplastics in
the territory.
As microplastics are classified as less than 5mm
in length, the survey involved collecting water
samples from different sites, sorting out the
microplastic fragments under a microscope, and
identifying the different types of microplastics
f ou nd . Le d by a Cove s t r o r e p r e se nt a t i v e ,
participants underwent a survey training

programme, including an introduction to
the chemical composition of plastic, why
it’s so durable, and the common types we
encounter in our daily lives, from a Covestro
representative. Microplastic sample collection
took place from April to November 2019.
A total of 1846 plastic items were collected
from the two locations, with concentration
as high as 870 pieces per 240L of water.
The amount of plastic found in Tolo was
significantly higher than that at Mai Po. In
general, the highest amounts of plastic were
found in summer, almost 15 times more
than was found in autumn. Over 96% of the
samples collected were less than 1mm in size.

To help chefs find inspiration for sustainable recipes, Food Made Good has
partnered with WWF and Hysan Development to launch One Planet Plate,
a campaign designed to put sustainability on the menu with a series of 12
workshops held at WWF’s Sustainable Living Hub in Central. The workshops
were based around the six criteria for a One Planet Plate recipe.
• Feature more vegetables

• Include better meat

• Celebrate local and seasonal

• Have a lower carbon footprint

• Source fish sustainably

• Waste no food

Food is the biggest contributor to Hong Kong’s Ecological Footprint,
accounting for 21% of the city’s total. The F&B industry can be a positive force
for promoting sustainable eating and use of natural resources to secure the
health of people and our planet.
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7 existing marine parks
TUNG PING CHAU MARINE PARK

2 proposed marine parks

YAN CHAU TONG MARINE PARK

WWF suggested
marine protected areas

HOI HA WAN MARINE PARK
PAK NAI
TOLO CHANNEL AND HARBOUR

New Territories

SHA CHAU AND LUNG KWU CHAU
MARINE PARK

Swire Trust and WWF-Hong Kong have had a long
partnership addressing the threats to our oceans. The
ongoing Sea for Future initiative works to protect Hong
Kong from further biodiversity loss by identifying seven of
the city’s most sensitive marine areas for the establishment
of a Marine Protected Area (MPA) network in the territory.

In 2020, WWF-Hong Kong partnered with Lee
Tung Avenue to bring the Oceans Celebration
exhibition, ocean theatre and expert talks to
Wan Chai. With a series of education activities,
the exhibition raised awareness of local marine
conservation efforts.
Hong Kong waters are rich in marine biodiversity
and home to close to 6,000 marine species,
including the Chinese white dolphin, the
endangered green turtle and vibrant coral
communities. But unprecedented threats posed by
coastal development and habitat degradation are
24 /  Corporate Partnerships Report

destroying havens for these marine species,
threatening their survival.
In 2019, WWF partnered with Lee Tung
Avenue on an installation of Luke Jerram’s
touring artwork Gaia to promote a message
of conservation awareness. The seven-metre
artwork features detailed NASA imagery of the
Earth’s surface taken in 1972, and rotated as
a speed of one revolution every four minutes,
allowing the public to see the Earth as it
appears from the moon.

Following the Sea For Future touring exhibition, which
launched in the city last summer, we held a series of events
and workshops at our Oceans Celebration at Hoi Ha Wan
Marine Life Centre in May. The festival moved to Lee
Tung Avenue in June and was followed by Tales of Ocean
exhibition at Harbour City starting in October 2020.
Our work to raise public awareness of marine conservation
issues in Hong Kong includes documenting the loss
of marine biodiversity, due to rapid development and
economic growth, by collecting memories and stories of
Hong Kong’s marine past. The stories were shared on our
website and social media, giving a voice to Hong Kongers
on how the changes they have seen over the years have
impacted them.

THE BROTHERS MARINE PARK
3RS MARINE PARK*

WEST LANTAU

Kowloon

Hong Kong Island

Lantau Island
SHUI HAU

SOUTHWEST LANTAU
MARINE PARK

SHARP ISLAND & SHELTER ISLAND
IN PORT SHELTER

NINEPIN GROUP

CAPE D'AGUILAR
MARINE RESERVE
SOUTH LANTAU MARINE PARK

Read more

* Marine park for compensation of construction of third runway project.

SOUTH LAMMA

OCEAN-FRIENDLY MENU
Ocean Park Hong Kong has a longstanding commitment
to promoting sustainable dining choices in Hong Kong. It
was the first theme park in Asia to offer only sustainable
seafood in all its dining outlets, covering seven
restaurants and cafés, as well as food kiosks.
Ocean Park was one of the first operators in Hong Kong
to launch a menu with sustainable seafood options at
its Aqua City restaurant. Ocean Park’s commitment
to p r o m o t i n g c o n s u m p t i o n o f e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y
responsible seafood extends to its corporate sustainable
seafood policy.
WWF-Hong Kong provides Ocean Park with advice on
seafood sustainability through its Seafood Guide and the
WWF global seafood assessment database.
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Hong Kongers consume an average of 71.8kg of
seafood each year, making us the second highest per
capita consumers in Asia, and the seventh highest
in the world. Hong Kong imports as much as 90%
of its seafood from more than 170 countries and
territories around the world. The seafood choices we
make in Hong Kong have a huge impact on global
marine resources.

WWF works with hotels and restaurants to create
menus featuring sustainable seafood, helping
consumers to make the right choice when they dine
out. Our Ocean-Friendly Menu can be found at:

To help hotels and restaurants procure sustainable
seafood, WWF-Hong Kong works with suppliers and
importers to assess the sustainability of their seafood
items. The Ocean-Friendly Catalogue is provided by:

• AsiaWorld-Expo
• Café Circles
• Café Gray Deluxe
• Canton Pot
• Compass Group
• Corner 18
• FINDS
• forte
• Hoi Yat Heen
• Hong Kong Football Club
• Hong Kong Personal Chef Private Chef Service
• House of Jasmine
• Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui
• IKEA
• InterContinental Hong Kong
• Invisible Kitchen
• Jade Garden
• Jasmine Place
• KITEC
• LIS Café
• Marina Kitchen & Marina Cafe
• Maxim's Palace
• Pacific Club - Bauhinia Restaurant
• Pacific Club - Capricci Restaurant
• Panda Hotel
• Pier Lounge & Pier Bar
• Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club - Bistro
• Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club - Compass Room
• Ru Chinese Restaurant
• Super Super Congee & Noodles
• The Banqueting House
• The Helena May
• The Square
• Xi Shan
• Xi Yue

• Angliss Hong Kong Food Service Limited
• Aqua Millenium
• Aquaculture Technologies Asia Limited
• Bill's Food Factory Ltd
• Dah Chong Hong, Ltd.
• Divron Bioventures (Pvt.) Ltd.
• Family Care Limited
• Fish Marketing Organization
• Gabriel Seafood Company Limited (H.K.)
• Gourmet Cuisine Hong Kong Limited
• Green Food International Limited
• Hai Sang Hong Marine Foodstuffs Limited
• Hing Lung Food Place Limited
• KLG Fine Food Company Limited
• Lordly Company Limited
• Million (Far East) Limited
• Million Gourmet Limited
• New Bon Marine (HK) Limited
• Newton Marine Products Company Limited
• Nutrilink Limited
• Pacific Rich Resources (Hong Kong) Limited
• Premium Food Limited
• Qwehli
• Reign Abalone
• Sun Tat Marine Products Co, Ltd
• Sun Wah Marine Products (HK) Co Ltd.
• Taylor Finefoods (Asia) Ltd
• Waves Pacific Limited
• Worldwide Seafood Limited

H&M
• Embry Form

• Hatworld (Hong Kong)

• Laura Ashley

• Marks & Spencer

• Muji

• Plush Wings

• Satami

• L’Éclair de Genie

• H&M

• Hung Fook Tong
It’s time to put the 50¢ plastic bag levy to
work to look for solutions and alternatives to
unnecessary single-use plastics. Join WWF’s
Plastic is not Fantastic programme to make the
levy work for the planet.

#NoPlasticInNature
WWF-Hong Kong has partnered with retailers in Hong Kong who have
agreed to support us by donating the proceeds of the plastic bag levy
to support healthy marine ecosystems.
Contact us to put the
plastic levy to work for
the environment.

Pledge to put an
end to single-use
plastics.

In April 2017, H&M announced a new climate strategy
that was developed in collaboration with WWF and
entered WWF’s global programme Climate Savers.
In Hong Kong, WWF and H&M are developing plans to
advance this strategic international partnership.

© H&M
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In 2016 and 2018, H&M and WWF joined forces to
launch children’s collections aiming to inspire people
to care for our planet. The collections featured prints of
iconic endangered species, such as the tiger, snow leopard
and polar bear with 10% of the collections' sales donated
to support WWF’s work in conserving at-risk species.

© David Jones

Support an increase in the plastic bag levy to $1
with initiatives to replace unnecessary singleuse plastics and solutions to offset our carbon
footprint.

H&M and WWF entered a partnership in 2013, focusing
on water stewardship, taking the whole supply chain into
account and went far beyond the factory lines.
The aim is to raise awareness, to improve responsible
water use throughout H&M’s entire supply chain, and
to inspire other companies to take action towards more
responsible water management. In 2016, the partnership
expanded to also include climate action and a strategic
dialogue related to H&M and the fashion industry’s
broader sustainability challenges and opportunities.

The corporate champions supporting WWF to knock
plastic out of our seas are:
• Eco G

H&M replaced the use of plastic bags in all Hong Kong
stores with paper bags in 2019. All money raised from
the HK$0.50 fee between April 2020 and March 2022
will be donated to WWF-Hong Kong.

KAREN HO
Head of Corporate and Community Sustainability,
WWF-Hong Kong

“The sustainability of cities requires people from
all walks of life to recognize that natural resources
are finite. Reducing Hong Kong’s Ecological
Footprint locally and around the world covers
work in areas such as clothing, transportation and
electricity. We work with fashion industry partners
to address the environmental cost behind apparel
production along the entire production chain; lobby
government to phase-out fossil fuel-based private
vehicles and promote the use of electric vehicles;
and work with government and industry to reach our
decarbonisation targets to limit global warming to
1.5°C, with solutions that include the use of solar PV
technology.”

© WWF-Hong Kong

Green Cities

AIA International Limited has partnered with WWF-Hong Kong to
organize a Go Green Campaign, encouraging its customers to adopt
e-solutions and support environmental protection. AIA clients can
request their insurance policies through e-channels without hard
copies. The donation to WWF from the Go Green Campaign helps our
community engagement work, supporting green cities and work on
oceans, wetlands and wildlife.
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The Habitat Penang Hill
has partnered with WWFHong Kong’s One Planet
Youth initiative for a series
of programmes designed for people aged 15-30 to learn
about, and play a role in, environmental conservation.
By empowering the younger generation with knowledge
about environmental issues, they are able to change their
lifestyle and protect our beautiful planet.
Last year, the winners of the Big Bird Race secondary
school category won a study visit to Malaysia to
participate in City Nature Challenge at Habitat Penang,
aided by a group of experts and utilizing iNaturalist to

see how many species they could spot. While there, the
our youths discovered the country’s rich biodiversity,
including endemic species. City Nature Challenge is
an annual international effort for people to find and
document wildlife in cities across the globe, using
smartphones and cameras, and share their findings via
the iNaturalist app.
The Habitat Penang Hill provides the most authentic,
diverse and educational Malaysian rainforest
experience. The Habitat aims to promote environmental
consciousness and conservation awareness among its
visitors.

(From Left to Right) Mr. Greg Kwan, Head Of Corporate Affairs - HK, SG & TW of Deliveroo, Mr. Brian Lo, General Manager of Deliveroo Hong Kong,
Mr. Peter Cornthwaite, CEO of WWF-Hong Kong, Mr. Pedro Dias, Operations Director of foodpanda Hong Kong and Mr. Kenneth Lee, Head of
Corporate of foodpanda Hong Kong.

Leading food delivery companies in Hong Kong, Deliveroo and
foodpanda signed an industry-wide commitment in March 2020 to be
a part of WWF’s Plastic ACTion Initiative (PACT) to reduce the use of
single-use plastic.
This is a major sectoral push for the industry to work collectively
towards the common vision of No Plastic in Nature by 2030.
Signatories to PACT commit to:

The two companies, representing over
90% of the food delivery industry,
teamed up with WWF-Hong Kong to
set up measurable actions to engage
restaurants and consumers with the aim
of removing all unsustainable packaging
by 2025 and to establish a more circular
economy for plastic in the city.

1. Implementing a default opt-out option for single-use plastic cutlery
2. Supporting consumer behaviour changes by adopting eco-friendly   
alternatives to plastic
3. Setting up a programme that encourages merchants and
restaurants to continuously improve their packaging materials
4. Communicating successes in packaging sustainability
improvements to stakeholders.
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Everbright Environment Charitable Foundation hopes to
pool efforts from people from all social circles to spread
the message of protecting our Earth through the world’s
largest environmental initiative. It believes that Earth
Hour raises public awareness that people are living beyond
the earth’s limit, and calls for the public’s attention to
transform the way they live.
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community and across different sectors in the way we live
and the way we do business to put sustainability and the
zero-carbon lifestyle at the centre of decision-making.

EARTHHOUR.HK

改 變 生 活・變 好 世 界
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WWF and Everbright Environment Charitable
Foundation (formerly known as Everbright International
Environmental Protection Charitable Foundation)
have partnered on Earth Hour for seven consecutive
years. Earth Hour is the world’s largest environmental
movement. At 8:30pm on 28 March 2020, millions of
people across the global united and switched off their
lights. By symbolically switching off all non-essential lights
for one hour, we turn our attention towards preserving
the earth’s natural resources and promoting the use of
renewable energy. The theme for Earth Hour 2020 is “Our
Planet: Our Business” and calls for urgent action in the

CHANGE THE WAY WE LIVE

After

© Joe Leing / WWF-Hong Kong
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Thank you for joining hands to change the way we do business to put sustainability and
the zero-carbon lifestyle at the centre of decision-making.

LOW-CARBON
MANUFACTURING
IN BANGLADESH
Bangladesh is the world’s second-largest apparel exporter behind China, and
plays a crucial role in driving the sustainability of the fashion industry in
regions like Hong Kong, where clothing accounts for 15% of our Ecological
Footprint.
Hop Lun (Hong Kong) Limited, a leading underclothes and swimwear
company, has gained gold accreditation for its Bangladesh factory under
WWF-Hong Kong’s Low Carbon Manufacturing Programme (LCMP).

Making Zero Impact Fashionable, a two-year initiative by WWF-

shopping decisions. Results of the survey showed that 68% of

Hong Kong and HSBC, aims to promote and educate key industry

respondents are willing to pay a higher price for clothes that

players on fashion sustainability. The fashion industry is among

have been sustainably produced, yet nearly 50% feel there’s

the top five largest polluting industries, and its present business

an inadequate supply of sustainably-produced clothes in local

model is an obvious contributor of stress on natural resources.

retail outlets. The survey highlighted that one of the problems

If the production and consumption of textile and apparel follow

faced by consumers is sales’ associates lack of knowledge on the

their current trajectories, the industry’s environmental footprint

sustainability of items in their shops, with nearly 45% unable to

will continue to expand and negatively impact the planet.

explain in detail how clothing items should be taken care of.

As part of the initiative, WWF conducted a field survey to

HSBC is a long-term strategic WWF partner, investing in the

explore the relationship between clothing labels and sustainable

Mai Po Nature Reserve, with our Nature with No Barriers

programme and Mai Po biodiversity survey, which identified
over 2,050 species at the reserve. HSBC also supports the Hoi
Ha Marine Life Centre, which continues to play a very important
role in enabling local students and community groups to better
understand marine conservation issues.
HSBC’s contributions have enabled WWF-Hong Kong to
continue renovation work at the Island House Conservation
Studies Centre, and funded community tickets for schools to
access our citizen science programme.

The factory’s work to reduce carbon emissions by transitioning to solar power
and installing environmental-friendly servomotors in its sewing machines
made it the first factory in the republic to gain this award. By the end of 2018,
the factory had reduced energy consumption by 31% and cut one-fourth of its
greenhouse gas emissions per production piece, compared to the 2014 base year.
“The LCMP carbon accounting tool helps us to better track our energy
performance and provides the tools for improvement. The best practices
provided by WWF also made it easier for us to learn from the experience of
others,” said Caroline Briggert, Head of Sustainability at the Hop Lun Group.  
As part of the Making Zero Impact Fashionable project, supported by HSBC,
three more Hop Lun factories joined the LCMP programme to improve their
sustainability performance.

Caroline, Head of Sustainability at the Hop Lun Group (centre), together with her team (left to right)
Chaminda, Chanchal, Aysha, Caroline, Gulshan, Kanij, and Kausar). The team has focused on
reducing carbon emissions by increasing energy efficiency and transitioning to renewable energy in
Hop Lun’s Bangladesh factory.

At a signing ceremony organised by WWF and the Clothing Industry Training
Authority at the Fashion Summit (HK), Hop Lun signed the United Nations’
Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action to pledge to collaborate with
global fashion companies to tackle the climate crisis and implement
sustainable practices.
“There is no alternative to signing the charter and becoming sustainable. We
think that the Paris Agreement is the minimum requirement, but we want to
be more ambitious to cut carbon emissions as much as possible. Sustainability
is not just about installing LED lights, it’s about working with the government
and stakeholders, such as suppliers, customers and the employees, to achieve
zero carbon emissions,” said Caroline.
Caroline pointed out that the real challenges for Hop Lun now is to encourage
its tier two suppliers to improve their environmental performance. Tier two
suppliers produce textiles that undergo several processes including washing,
bleaching, printing and finishing. “If we look at the whole fashion industry,
tier two have the most serious environmental issues, such as the chemical,
water and electricity use from dyeing factories. To
make genuine positive impact, we need to make
Discover
sure those suppliers who care for the environment are
LCMP
rewarded,” Caroline said.

Read the
latest
LCMP
scorecard
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Credit Suisse and WWF have had a long history of
working together globally. In 2017, Credit Suisse and
WWF-Hong Kong partnered to produce a primer on
climate change for the investment community.

JEAN-MARC CHAMPAGNE
Head of Environmental Finance,
WWF-Hong Kong

“WWF-Hong Kong’s environmental finance team
works to drive economically viable solutions for
climate, species and habitats by redirecting capital
flows towards green investment and sustainable
development. Our work in Asia involves scaling-up
the impact of conservation by looking at the complex
ecological, social and political systems in which
we operate, and helping to structure projects to be
attractive for investors.

Environmental
Finance

To help institutional investors’ understand the major
issues surrounding climate change, we have produced
a primer with a focus on the Asia-Pacific region and
covering the scientific research, complex policy issues,
dynamically changing technology and potential financial
risks and rewards. It includes a directory of global go-to
resources on the topic.

The rationale for the primer is to strengthen institutional
investors understanding of climate change and how it can
affect the investment process, and to get them to start
using it as a reference in framing their investment policy
and decisions.
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS) has generously
sponsored an initial series of workshops for institutional
investors. Our team is available to deliver workshops for
corporate groups and other institutions.

Read the primer

For more information on the primer
or to learn about our workshops for
qualified institutional investors and
financial professionals, please contact:
environmentalfinance@wwf.org.hk

Our objective is to encourage a meaningful shift
in global financial systems by increasing support
for economic activities that can be sustained by our
natural systems, and decreasing support for activities
that undermine those systems. Using the familiar
finance framework of risk and opportunity, we believe
we can influence finance to improve integration of
environmental risks; encourage finance to deliver
greater investment for sustainable development; and
use the influence of finance in turn to drive sustainable
practices through the rest of the economy.”
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CLIMATE IMPACT
ASIA FUND

WWF’s efforts in environmental finance and capital
markets include our work as a consultant to the Climate
Impact Asia Fund. The fund was established by Milltrust
(UK) with WWF-Hong Kong providing environmentalrelated advisory services on the investment advisory
committee.
The fund invests in leading Asian-listed companies that
make a positive impact against climate change. Beyond
climate action and the objective to maximize investor
returns, the fund seeks to optimize its contribution to the
wider United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. The
fund will make significant fee-based donations of up to
40% to support WWF’s conservation projects across Asia.
This initiative will increase the resources available
for investments in environmentally positive
projects, connect investment flows with measurable
environmental impact, and expand the perceived
range of mainstream green investments beyond
renewable energy.
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Following the success of the Our Planet
series and the business film Our Planet:
Our Business , WWF and Silverback
Films have created a new film that
directly addresses the financial sector.
The new 40-minute film Our Planet:
Too Big To Fail talks about the role the
finance sector can and must play in
powering a sustainable future.
The film highlights the importance
of nature to our global economy and
the catastrophic risks to our financial
systems if we choose to ignore it. The
film covers three broad areas: how the
finance sector has contributed to nature’s
decline; the importance of nature to our
economy and the risks to our financial
systems by ignoring it; and the role that
finance can play in the transition to a
more sustainable economy.
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CMP MEMBERS LIST
WWF-HONG KONG CORPORATE MEMBERS 2020/2021
Double Diamond members

Gold members

Silver members

Hinrich Foundation

New World Development Company Limited

China Everbright Environment Group Limited

Crystal International Group Limited

AFSC Operations Limited

Hysan Development Company Limited

Olympus Capital / Asia Environmental Partners

Jebsen Group

Hang Seng Bank

Arup

Inchcape Hong Kong

Pokfulam Development Co Ltd

Kerry Holdings Limited

Henderson Land Group

Canon Hongkong Company Limited

Jardine Matheson Limited

Shenzhou International Group Holdings Limited

The Hong Kong Jockey Club

MUJI (Hong Kong) Company Limited

Chevalier Group

KPMG

Simmons Bedding & Furniture (HK) Limited

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd.

MF Jebsen International Limited

China Aircraft Leasing Group Holdings Limited

Li and Fung Foundation

Texwinca Holdings Limited

The Mari-Cha Group Limited

Thermos Hong Kong Limited

China Tonghai International Financial Limited

Lidl Hong Kong Limited

The Bank of East Asia, Limited

Chun Wo Development Holdings Limited

Lombard Odier

The Hong Kong and China Gas Company Limited

Cinda International Holdings Limited

Man Cheong Metals and Building Materials Company Limited

Willey Construction & Engineering Company Limited

COMO COMO

Manulife (International) Limited

COSCO SHIPPING International (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.

McDonald’s Hong Kong

EFT Solutions Limited

MCM Fashion Group Limited

Elite Partners CPA Limited

Modern Terminals Limited

E-pac Packaging Services Co. LTD

MTR Corporation Limited

First Shanghai Group

National Arts Entertainment and Culture Group Limited

The Wharf (Holdings) Limited
Pearl members
Diamond members

Dah Chong Hong Holdings Ltd

Hayco Group

Kowloon Development Company Limited

Pacific Tiger Group Limited

Polytec Asset Holdings Limited

Shaw & Sons Limited

Simatelex Group

S.C. Johnson Ltd

Swire Properties Limited
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Contact our corporate
partnerships team and work with
us to transform Hong Kong into
Asia’s most sustainable city.

Read our Corporate
Sustainability
Programme.

Discover the range of eco-guided
visits and activities available for
corporate members at our WWF
visitor centres.
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THE WWF NETWORK
WWF OFFICES AND ASSOCIATES AROUND THE WORLD

REGIONAL OFFICES

Argentina

Ecuador

Mexico

South Africa

Adria

Armenia

Regional Office for Africa

Mongolia

Spain

Arctic

Australia

Fiji: Southern Pacific

Mozambique

Suriname: Guianas

Borneo

Austria

Finland

Nepal

Sweden

Caucasus

Azerbaijan

France

Netherlands

Switzerland

Central Africa

Belgium

Germany

New Zealand

Tanzania

Central America

Bhutan

Ghana

Norway

Thailand

Danube-Carpathian

Bolivia

Greece

Pakistan

Turkey

Eastern Africa

Bulgaria

Hong Kong

Papua New Guinea: W. Melanesia

Uganda

European Alps

Brazil

Hungary

Paraguay

United Arab Emirates

Guianas

Cambodia

India

Peru

United Kingdom

Mediterranean

Cameroon: Central Africa

Indonesia

Philippines

Ukraine

Mekong

Canada

Italy

Poland

United States

Southern Pacific

Central America & Caribbean

Japan

Portugal

Vietnam

West Indian Ocean

Chile

Korea

Romania

Zambia

China

Laos

Russia

Zimbabwe

Colombia

Madagascar & W. Indian Ocean

Singapore

WWF International (Secretariat)

Denmark

Malaysia

Slovakia

Offices in Asia-Pacific supporting partnerships for more sustainable business operations and supply chains.
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TOPICAL OFFICES
European Policy Office

The WWF Living Planet Report
shows an overall decline of 68%
in population sizes of vertebrate
species. Read more.

The corporate world needs to
rethink the way it does business to help
stop nature loss and create
a nature-positive future.
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